Year of the Monkey run , set by Fu Manchu ( or is it Two Can Chew ) ably assisted by
Octopussy in Suzy Wong drag .

What could we possibly expect from this combination ?
Venue suggested an easy trail as Fu incapable of climbing anything without an escalator
but Suzy being the unknown quantity. A blast from the past , in the shape
of CATGUT , made an appearance at the start to extend all best wishes for the new
Chinese Year .
Start was a shared trail with the decrepit brigade , mostly flat . Highlights so far
being TINKERBELL exercising his deathwish in peakhour traffic and OPTUS trying to
keep up with TIGHTNUTS , notwithstanding the substantial age difference . Round and
round , up and down , streets with names which have disappeared into the foggy memory
and then the trail splits with real Hashmen one way and the decrepits
another. VASO and ANCHOVY had by now called it quits and must have headed home for
some refreshment .
The pack of nine arrive back at the start only to find NO PISS but compensated for by the
absence of the Wankers not alreadey into it. Rumour had it that Piss Master LUFTWAFFE
was running late for the start but was still absent at the finish . Out of the blue said piss
arrives and was duly ceremoniously disposed of by consumption .
The circle was a pretty nondescript affair with the outstanding exception of exploits
of IRISH JOKE and his now famous "now he sees it , now he doesn't " bike . This bike
lives on the top of IRISH 's car giving all the impression it is a auxilliary power unit for the
car . Not so !! It is supposed to be there to be transported to various venues where it is
used for the purpose of riding , except on the occasion it was not . What a picture , all
dressed up for the dance and no fucking dancehall .
Food venue by courtesy of SNAPPY's relatives was at best ordinary and general
comments indicated a non-return .
SOTW........ IRISH JOKE......unanimously.
Food.. see above.
On On
BUGS

